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After looking for months on Inventory solutions, we ran into multiple
solutions that often were too simple, or too complex, extremely costly and
not friendly. / Gabriel Martires. Software & IT Projects Tecnical Responsible at
Concordia College Alabama.
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“Integria IMS has become vital to
our daily activities and functions.”
/ Gabriel Martires. Software & IT Projects
Tecnical Responsible at Concordia College
Alabama.
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Response to the problem:
The solution.
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Results of Integria implementation.

of equipment and to hold the staff members

Using Integria IMS has been extremely
beneficial for our ourganization since we are

accountible. Our inventory still being archived
and update but it only has 200 items listed.

held accountable for all the equipment that
comes in and gets disposed. My two assistants
are responsible for updating and keeping track of
the equipment which is valued in the thousands.
Staff members and faulty are hired and
moved from department to department using
different applications as well as hardware.
At any giving moment every user is responsible
for around $ 2,000.00 worth the equipment such
as PC, monitor and a desk phone. By keeping
a track of all the equipment the college saves
around $ 120,000.00 by avoiding to purchase new
equipment every time a user is fired or moved.

“Integria IMS has become our most
applications for its simplicity to use,
reliability and simple management.”
Gabriel Martires. Software & IT Projects
Tecnical Responsible at Concordia
College Alabama.
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“Concordia College needed
desperately a program like Integria
IMS to have a better management of
the incoming and disposed devices
through out the year.”
/ Gabriel Martires. Software & IT Projects
Tecnical Responsible at Concordia College
Alabama.
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